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INTRODUCTION: 

Long Island bas been a rich and diverse source of artistic activity since the 19th cen
tury. This creative legacy thrives even more vigorously today. Many artists have 
derived inspiration from the unique character of its proximity to New York. Logistics 
of space have necessitated that this look at the artistic abundance of Long Island con
cenlJ'ates on one geographical area. Suffolk County. ' 

1be eighteen artists whose work comprises this exhibition communicate a variety of 
emotions, experiences, and concerns. While all speak in a unique voice, common 
threads of form and/or feeling do occur. 

John Cino, as well as Aaron W. Godfrey and Matthew Moger, employ wood to create 
objects of power and play, respectively. While Cino's adze-like surfaces recall the 
power and spirit of pri.mitive cultures, Godfrey and Moger's use of wood belies the 
material, resulting in functional objects that proclaim serious play. 

Like Cino's use of wood, Margaret Kerr's sculptures of brick arc also evocative of an 
earlier lime. Since 1986, Kerr has made what she terms "brick rugs." Kerr's sculpted 
rugs combine her admiration of a traditional building material with a penchant for 
medieval an and the centuries-old, intricately patterned rugs of the Middle Ease. 

1be environment, elements of nature, and landscape comprise the subjects that inform 
the paintings, installations, and sculptures of the next several artists. Janet Culbertson's 
dark and encrusted surfaces arc cautionary signposts, omens that arc meant to jolt our 
senses into recognizing ecological destruction and environmental excess. Although 
less forebodi.ng than Culbertson's paintings, the spare and fragile landscapes of 
Jennifer Cross arc also highly charged, but here it is the building psychological anxi
ety of an unseen presence that fills the picture plane. 

Order and chaos, civilized and wild. positive and negative arc some of the dichotomies 
that Roy Nicholson's dense, overgrown, and beckoning garden vistas consider. 
Nicholson's garden-set landscapes arc metaphors for the choices and challenges we 
often encounter unwittingly as we proceed through life's passages. Similarly, the 
abslnctions of Connie Fox also present landscapes of opposing forces. Fox's polari
ties, however, synthesize pure emotion with formal elemenu. Colors and shapes rever
benle back and forth throughout the surface of the canvas, acting as devices that pull 
our attention in and across her playing field to awaken our own memories and 
thoughts. 

U-lan's namitive landscapes speak several languages. lncolporating freely manipulat
ed postal imagery, her meticulously-<taftcd work is contemplative, socially topical, 
and often humorous. 

Mike Solomon and Balba.ra Roux express their coocems for nature and the environ
ment directly through their medium. Solomon's abstract drawings of bee's wax and 
crayon suggest that there arc no boundaries between man and the environment, that we 
arc one with nature's CragUity and, as s11eb, should take care not to destroy "ourselves." 
Roux's nature-derived installations arc based upon her long-time fascination with the 
history of native plant communities and arc commentaries upon the fon:e of nature and 
the frailties of humans. In Roux's scenarios, man is vulnerable and often overwhelmed 
by nature. 

1be substantive character of Christian White's landscapes is developed through the 
artist's skillful handling of scale, space. and light. 

Portraiture and the human form arc the bases of the work of artists Ronald 0 . Kellen. 
Craig Zammiello, Dan Gilhooley, and William King. Kellen aligns bis work with the 
figurative formalism of Philip Pearls!ei.n and, in this regard, prefers to call bis realistic 
portraits "beads." As heads, these intimately-scaled paintings, of friends and associates 
arc meant to resist any subjective analysis that is usually associated with portraits. 
Zammiello's portraits, however, use the knowledge of the alliance between the artist 
and bis subject to draw the viewer into a deeper psychological drama. 

1be penciled portraits of Dan Gilhooley and the bronze figures of William King pre
sent revealing observatiorts of the figure as translated through the imagination. Each 
artist emphasizes or caricatures a certain anribute of his subject that effects funber 
associations for the viewer. 

Frank W11Dberley and Stephen Solomon elicit powerful imagery through abctractiorts 
of color and form. W'11Dberley's richly textured canvases begin with an idea but arc 
defined as the layers of paint arc applied and worked into the surface. Solomon's alu
minum sculptures do not permit the same level of spontaneity, but the final results arc 
equally fresh and unstudied. 

In closing, I would like to extend my sincere thanks to each of the artists, without 
whose cooperation and talents such an exhibition would not have been possible. Also 
a very special note of gratitude to Gallery Director Rbooda Cooper whose support and 
enthusiasm for this exhibition when I first approached her with the idea approximate
ly 1-1'2 years ago enabled it to become a reality. Her diligent efforts in co-curating this 
exhibition made our collaboration a pleasure! 

Elaine Cobos 
Guest Curator 



.JOHN CINO 

Yenus I , Im 
Acrylic on wood. 28 x l 7 x I 5 .. 
LcDI by the anis1 

My work has been an anemp1 to reconcile what has become in our 1ime 1wo diver
gent ways of thinking. On 1he one band. each work has a structure developed from 
an interesl in mathema1ics and geometry. On the other. each work speaks of the 
numinous. the sacred. the divine, or the spiri1ual aspects of our existence. 

In Venus I. 1he mathematical aspect defines the structure which is developed 
through fractal geometry and the golden mean. The fonn created by the strucmre 
evokes the fcn ility figures of prehistoric peoples. most notably the Venus of 
Wj llendorf. 

JENNIFER CROSS 

Landscape with T11bl!.', 1994 
Oil 011 wood, 23 x 23'" 
Courtesy Kath:1rino Rich Perlow Gallery, NYC 
Photo credit: () 1994 Noel Rowe 

For the last several years I have made landscape paintings drawing from my own 
surroundings and from memory of my travels. In these works I explore issues of 
loss. mourning. resiliency. and faith. 



JANET CULBERTSON 

01 crricw, 1994-95 (detail) r,,.,,.., Pant/J: Mixed media on wood. IS.JI• x 24" (each panel) 
Lent by the onist 

As a nmurc painter I' m fa.scinmcd by the multi-faceted mixtu re of the sublime
ly beautiful and the ravaged. 

This work incorporates fragment• of images. contrasts that haunt me. such as 
driving around the giant garbage pit called Fresh Kills. to canoeing the clear 
sepia waters of the Peconic River. 

CONNIE FOX 

I see the canvas as a playing lield where memory. the Oash of an idea. and incon
gruously juxtaposed images coalesce. 

When beginning a painting I lind myself drawn to cenain images. hints of previ
ous works. remembered landsct1pes. and fragments of ideas. which I assemble 
intuitively into a kind of meiaphoric abstraction. 

All of these seemingly disparate e lements redefine each other through various 
formal devices. their presence disguised and embedded in the physicality of the 
paint and the scale of the canvas. As the painting develops. so does iis emo1ional life. 

Prous('s Rlrtbd11y Seven, 1989 
Di/Jl)Y:/1: Acrylic o n unstrctchcd canvas. I 02 x i 68'' ( overall ) 
Councsy Arlene Bujese Gallery. Easl Hampton 



DAN GILHOOLEY 

flw, 1994 
Triptych ( part three ): 
Pencil on paper, 42 x 42" 
Lent by the artis1 

I try to be observanl. The portraits I make satis fy my desire to observe and reveal, 
and when they're successful, they can provide a viewer with a picture rich in visu
?I and e motional complexity. Oflcn I use people I know well as my models, so the 
images that I finally produce usually begin with some quality of their appearance 
or candid behavior which I find significant or extraordinary. 

In making a portrait I try to heighten emotions embedded within an image. If these 
e motions are powerful enough. or clearly revealed. then my portraits tell stories. 
Though I deeply enjoy interpreting images. trying to understand what faces or bod
ies reflect or mask, the characterizations of people offered in my pictures certainly 
aren't real or factual. Like dreams. the s tories I tell are fictions created for my own 
satisfaction. often expressing as much about me as my subjCC1S. 

AARON W. GODFREY and MATTHEW MOGER 

I) E&&.,.1993 
1\vo-drawer dresser wi1h full-cx1cnsio11 sides: 
Birch ply, birch 1•ei1eer. cmd maple, 34 x 27 x 16" 

2) Rooster, 1993 
Five-drawer dresser with full-extension sides: 
Birch ply. birch veneer. cmd maple, 63 x 33 x 16" 

3) Cello Cabjpct, 1993 
Birch ply. birch venur. tmd eboni;,ed cherry, 60 x 3 1 x 15" 

Lent by the artists 

These sensual, curvaceous forms challenge the static and the linear. They embody 
the Ouid qualities of that which lives outside the structure we have created for our
selves. The playful designs are finished with colors that resonate the vitality and 
passion of nature's paleue. Through this simplicity and purity, we ~ope to preserve 
the jubilation and wonder of the child. unspoiled by the precepts of convention. 



RONALD 0 . KELLEN 

Gao. 1992 
Oil on cam·as. 17 x 12" 
Lent by the rutis1 

Like Pearlstein or Beckman I'm basically concerned with the formal elements of 
pictorial presentation and less interested in such things as psychology, at least in 
my an. The concepts which truly interest me subjectively may be difficult to paint
oonsciousness. memory, nnd the act of perception. 

These are paintings of friends and close associates: People who have. somehow or 
another, ventu red into this journey of mine. 

MARGARET KERR 

Study for Mountains and C!ood '!. 1992 
Brick. 17-1/z x 31-1/z x 4" 
Counesy Arlene Bujese Gallery, Eas1 Hamplon 
Pho10 credic: C 1992 G.J. Mamay 

I've always admired brick: its warmth, its subtle color variation. that its use and 
manufacture reach black through nine or 1en thousand years of human history. 

Brick has been my sculpture material for the last eight years: in my brick rugs, 
which are site sculptures inspired by Middle Eastern geometric carpets, and in wall 
pieces that play with three-dimensional brick shapes. 

The Studjes for Moymajns And Clouds are pan of a series called "Herringbone 
Rising". 



WILLIAM KING 

Stlfu Cacsac, 1990 
Bronze. 29-1'2" high 
Counesy Terry Oin1enfass Gallery, NYC 

LI-LAN 

CflDTfP!l'Kk!ICC; BnWtt!! 1)n>. 1994 
Diptych: Oil on lint11, 60-1/2 x I OSM ( overall ) 
Pbolo credi1: 0 1994 Tom Kirkman 
Photo counesy An Projecu ln1emational, NYC 
( not in exhibition ) 



ROY NJCHOLSON 

Un!l!led, 1994 
Acrylic mrd oil 011 li11c11. 64 x 74" 
Lent by the anist 

The struggle between civili1.ation and the wi lderness, the cultivated and the natu
ral, is pan of everyone's experience. My paintings are metaphors of this dichoto· 
my. I use the image o f the garden to represent the juncture o f control and chaos. 
What really interes ts me is passing through. whether physically or mentally, the 
barrier between one s tate and the other. I occupy a liminal position. moving freely 
from the feral to the civilized. 

BARBARA ROUX 

Gabjonelte, 1994 
Maplt. chtrry, and locust bra11chts, 144 x 72 x 48" 
( not in exhibition ) 

The history of the use of native plants by human communities fascinates me. My 
work has always addressed this subject. 

The sculptures I construct have narrative and fonnal layers. Natural elements are 
engaged in my work without being completely transfonned. Concepts of enclosure 
and Oux are dealt with literally and through metaphor. Often a short text or photo 
is present to create associations to past events. The projects have the look of fragili· 
ty and are meant to be ephemeral. 



MIKE SOLOMON 

~. 1994 
Bee J· H'tu and crayon on pa11er. 17 x 23" 
Courtesy Arlene Bujese Gallery. Ens1 Hamp1on 
Pholo credit IC! 1995 G.J. Mnmay 

I run an environmental anist. buc where I dctem1ine that environment begins and 
ends is the issue. The life of humankind is enmeshed with the life of the rest of 
things which we erroneously call "the world."' There is no world really. There are 
only other beings of various sizes and functions. The word "environment" presup
poses the other to be outside of oneself. Biologically speaking, there is no outSide. 
There are minute beings who recognize no boundaries around our bodies as well as 
epic forces which are equally oblivious to us. 

STEPHEN SOLOMON 

Starburs). 1987 
Pai111etl alumi1111111. 204 x 288 x 144" 
lns1alla1ion al Hun1ington Melvi lie Corponue Cen1cr 
( not in exhibi1ion ) 



CHRISTIAN WHITE 

• 

For !ht 1 a51 Tern #23, 1993-94 
Oil on cam·as, 40 x 60" 
Len1 by 1he anist 

My work wi!h !he landscape is preoccupied wi!h conveying mood !hrough manip
ulation of space and scale wi1bin !he canvas. I some1imes feel I would like 10 be 
able 10 paint jus1 space and ligh1, wi!hout any subjec1, or Iha! my subjec1 is really 
the empty space be1ween 1he viewer and 1he objec1. 

FRANK WJMBERLEY 

. 
\ 

' 
• -

Sou!Sf!IOO, 1994 
Acrylic 011 ca11vas. 56 x 54" 
Courtesy Arlene Bujese Gallery, Eas1 Hamplon 

1llc abstrac! painler can commence his drawing or canvas generally wi!h only a 
preconceived notion. reOection, or emotion. The end result, whether finished or 
still seeking a conclusion. is then de!ermined by tools, paint, the colors or &ones 
employed, and the size of the work as well as the mood of the moments. He has far 
less guarantees !han perhaps !he realist painter or photographer that the finished 
expression will extend from calculated reason or logic. This for me provides !he 
excitement of taking the theme or feeling from the very first s&roke. following it to 
its own panicular conclusion. h is very much like creating !he controlled a<:cident. 



CRAIG ZAMMIELLO 

Kri$!!Y Goes lo Btdln, 1994 
Etching, silkscreen, gouocht, and watercolor on poper. 41 x 28-1/2'' 
Lent by the anist 

The works "Krissy Goes to Berlin" and "Krissy Goes to Paris" are pan of a series 
of pieces executed between 1990 and 1994. Basically. Ibey are a growlh chan rep
resented by trips to Europe with my daughter. 

The untitled studies are pan of a group of prints after the work of Gustav KlimL 
They are my response to KJimt's interest in drawing and eroticism. 
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197S PACllLTYEXHl8m<>N 
1976 MICHELI STVA.ln' 

RECENT OllAWll'OS 
SALVATORI! ROMANO 

19'n MEL 1'£X.AJlSICY 
JUDITH BERNS're!N 
HERBERT BAYElt 

1971 UiON OOW8 
JANBTFISH 
ROSEMARY MAYElt 
TllJ! SISTER CHAPl!L 

1979 SHllU..l!Y OOllEUCK 
ALAN SONl'IST 
HOWARDl!NA P00>£LL 
ROY LICHTllNSTEIN 

1980 BENNY ANDREWS 
ALEX KATZ 
llJOHT FROM NEW YORK 
ARTISTS FROM QUEENS 
O'M'OPIENI! 
STONY BROOK 11. 11IE S'TUDIO FACULTY 

1911 ALICE NEEL 
SS MEllCl!ll.: 10 SCIJUITORS 
JOHNUTIU 
IJtA JOEL HA8Ell 
UiON POLK SMrT1I 

1912 l'OU'R SCIJUITORS 
CECILABISH 
JACK YOUNGER.MAN 
ALAN SHIELOS 
TllJ! STONY BROOK ALUMNI INVrtATIONAL 
ANNM.cOY 

1983 TllJ! WAR SHOW 
CERAMIC OIREC'T10NS: A CONTEMPORARY OVEltv!EW 
CINDY SHERMAN 
11IE FACULTY SHOW 

198'4 BERNARD APTEKAR: A.In' ANO POLmCS 
ERIC STAUJ!R: LIGHT YEARS 
NORMAN BLUHM: SEVEN FROM 11IE SEVENTIES 
EOWAROCOUNTEY 1921·198'4 
CAR.I. ANDRE; SCULPnJRJ! 

19&5 LEWIS HINE IN EUROPE: 191S-1919 
FRAl'ICl!SC lOIUUlS: PATHS OF GLORY 
HOMAGE TO BOLO'IOWSKY: 191S-1981 
FRFfDOM WTllflN: PADmllGS BY JIJAN SANCHEV 

INSTALLATION BY ALFREDO IAAR 
ABSTRACT PADmllGS REDEFINED 

1916 ICLEEOE: Ml!TAL SClllPTUltl! 
TOBY BUONAOURIO: SEl.ECIID WORKS 
YANG YAN·PINO ANO ZENO SHAN-Q!NO 
EIOHT URBAN PAINTERS: CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS OP 

11IE BAST Vll.LAGB 
TV: 111ROUGH 11IE LOOKING GLASS 
WOMEN ARTISTS OP 11IE SURREALIST MOVEMENT 

1917 HANS BREOER; ARCHBTYPAL DIAGRAMS 
MICHAEL SINO£R; RmlAL SElllES RETnl.INOS 
JUDITH OOl..NJCltlROBERT NATICIN 
MARGARET BOUJU<E-WHITE: THI! HUMANITARIAN 

VISION 
MELAUXENBERO: COMl'VrER ANOEl.S 
S're!NAANO WOODY VASIJUCA: TllJ! WEST 

1918 TllJ! FACULTY SHOW ·11 
ROBERT WHITE: SEL8CTEO WORKS 1947· 1988 
LEE KRASNER: PADmNOS I 9'6-1914 
EDGAR BUONAGURIO: PERMUTATION ANO 

EVOLlmON 1974-1988 
JOAN SNYDER COUJlCl'S JOAN SNYDER 

1989 111E M.P.A. SHOW •99 
ROBERT KUSllNl!Jt: SILENT OPl!RAS 
HERMAN CHl!llRY: PAINTil'IOS 1984-1989 
llAl11AN Aire TllJ! OllAllAM COUJ!CTION 
FIBER EXPl.ORATIONS: NEW WORK IN FIBER Alt!" 

1990 TllJ! M.P.A. SHOW '90 
PRINTS BY PRIN'lMAKERS 
Kfr. YIN SNYDER: ENRICO IV 
FANTASTIC VOYAGES 
POETIC LICENSE 

1991 M.P.A. 1991 
FREDERIC AMAT ANO ROBEJn'O IUAIU!Z 
AilOU'H OOMUEB: EPIC Alt!" 
TllJ! MONOTYPES OF AilOU'ff OOTIUEB 
ll!EFACULTY SHOW "91 
NEW TRADITIONS: 1lllRTEEN HISPANIC 

PllO'TOORAPHERS 
1992 M.P .A. SHOW 1992 

IUUUSTOBIAS 
REUBEN KADISH 
CITY VIEWS 
GEORGE KORAS 

1993 M.P.A. SHOW 1993 
CONCEPT'S WITH NEON 
WARR.EN BRANIYr. A Rl!T'ROSP£CTIVE 
JOHN F'ERltEN: IMAGES FROM NAl\JltB 
WOOD· 

1994 M.P.A. SHOW 1994 
PAPERWORKS 
ROBERT RICHENBURO: ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONIST 
TllJ! FACULTY SHOW '9' 
MAURA SHEEHAN: DORA: BIO GIRLS DON'T CRY 

1995 M.P.A.SllOWt995 

'PSfONY 
BROOK I 
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